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Abstract—Channel congestion is one of the major challenges
for IEEE 802.11p-based vehicular networks. Unless controlled,
congestion increases with vehicle density, leading to high packet
loss and degraded safety application performance. We study two
classes of congestion control algorithms, i.e., reactive state-based
and linear adaptive. In this paper, the reactive state-based ap-
proach is represented by the decentralized congestion control
framework defined in the European Telecommunications Stan-
dards Institute. The linear adaptive approach is represented by
the LInear MEssage Rate Integrated Control (LIMERIC) algo-
rithm. Both approaches control safety message transmissions as
a function of channel load [i.e., channel busy percentage (CBP)].
A reactive state-based approach uses CBP directly, defining an
appropriate transmission behavior for each CBP value, e.g., via
a table lookup. By contrast, a linear adaptive approach identifies
the transmission behavior that drives CBP toward a target channel
load. Little is known about the relative performance of these
approaches and any existing comparison is limited by incomplete
implementations or stability anomalies. To address this, this paper
makes three main contributions. First, we study and compare the
two aforementioned approaches in terms of channel stability and
show that the reactive state-based approach can be subject to ma-
jor oscillation. Second, we identify the root causes and introduce
stable reactive algorithms. Finally, we compare the performance
of the stable reactive approach with the linear adaptive approach
and the legacy IEEE 802.11p. It is shown that the linear adaptive
approach still achieves a higher message throughput for any given
vehicle density for the defined performance metrics.

Index Terms—Congestion control, DSRC, ITS-G5, stability,
VANET.

I. INTRODUCTION

COOPERATIVE intelligent transport system (C-ITS) tech-
nology enables a wide variety of vehicular ad hoc network-

ing applications, including collision avoidance, road hazard
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awareness, and route guidance. Based on the Medium Access
Control (MAC) and Physical Layer (PHY) protocols specified
in the IEEE 802.11p standard [1], C-ITS is moving rapidly
towards deployment in Europe and other regions. Twelve mem-
bers of the Car-2-Car Communications Consortium (C2C-CC)
have mutually pledged to begin equipping their vehicles with
C-ITS by the end of 2015 [2]. In the US, where the technology
is known as Dedicated Short Range Communication (DSRC),
the Department of Transportation has published an Advance
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking with an intention to require this
equipment in new cars within a few years [3].

While most aspects of the communication system have been
finalized and standardized (i.e., in IEEE 1609 WG [4], [5]), one
remaining aspect in need of further study is channel congestion
control [6]. With a typical communication range of hundreds
of meters, a C-ITS device may share a 10 MHz channel with
hundreds or even a few thousand other devices. The Carrier
Sense Multiple Access/Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) MAC
protocol used in C-ITS is optimized for low-to-moderate chan-
nel loads. [7] illustrates that for higher density of vehicles, IEEE
802.11p shows a behavior similar to ALOHA. With increasing
channel load due to high density of vehicles, the channel
becomes saturated, the probability of overlapping transmissions
(i.e., packet collisions) increases considerably, and the aggregate
channel throughput falls off after reaching a plateau [8], [9].

While in general a C-ITS channel may support a variety of
applications, congestion in the 5.9 GHz spectrum is likely to
be associated with a high volume of vehicle safety messages.
These are Cooperative Awareness Messages (CAMs) [10] in
Europe and Basic Safety Messages (BSMs) [11] in the US.
Congestion reduces the rate at which these safety messages
are successfully communicated to neighbors, and the resulting
reduced awareness harms the C-ITS safety mission.

Broadcast channel congestion has previously been investi-
gated in the context of Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANET)
[12], but the car-2-car communication settings differs. Previous
studies on MANETs, such as [13], focus on techniques to
control congestion arising due to re-broadcasting in multi-hop
protocols. These techniques do not apply when congestion
arises due to frequent broadcast in a single-hop communication
setting, which we discuss in this paper.

In addition, known congestion control techniques such as
Internet flow control do not adequately address this issue
due to the unique characteristics of the vehicular networking
environment. These include broadcast transmissions, one hop
communication, and a shared wireless channel. Therefore, re-
searchers have proposed several algorithms [14]–[16] for the
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vehicular network environment that are considered in the ETSI
standardization process. The effectiveness of these algorithms
have largely been evaluated individually and there are few
comparative studies available that evaluate the algorithms under
common assumptions and scenarios [17], [18]. To the best
of our knowledge, however, no prior work has considered
a complete implementation of DCC with mandatory CAM
generation rate control in the facilities layer or proposed DCC
versions that do not suffer from stability issues. Since these
protocols are serious contenders for standardization, a thorough
understanding of their performance and stability is particularly
important.

This paper revises and builds on our previous performance
comparison of the congestion control techniques [19]. The new
contributions can be summarized as follows:

• Analyzing the stability of two important VANET channel
congestion control mechanisms in dense scenarios on two
different road topologies.

• Demonstrating DCC instability in a simulation scenario
inspired by a real-world road configuration.

• Identifying root causes for instability in such scenarios.
• Proposing a stable DCC congestion control algorithm.
• Demonstrating the stability of stable DCC congestion

control and comparing it with linear-adaptive congestion
control.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II,
following this introduction, reviews the previous works in the
literature. Section III, explains the essential background of
the selected congestion control algorithms. Section IV studies
the stability of LIMERIC and DCC. Then, we investigate the
problems associated with the DCC, and propose some solutions
for the parts of the algorithm which are responsible for the
identified problems in Section V. Simulation results showing
achieved improvements and comparing the algorithms are pre-
sented in Section VI. Discussion about the results and rationale
behind important parameter selections are found in Section VII.
Finally, the conclusions are presented in Section VIII.

II. RELATED WORKS

With increasing demands for a shared resource, such as a
wireless channel, control mechanisms become a requirement
to prevent poor service. Perhaps best known in this domain is
the extensive work on Internet congestion control algorithms
(e.g., [20]–[22]). While there is some overlap between Internet
congestion control and vehicular network channel congestion
control issues, existing congestion control algorithms are not
suitable for delay sensitive, reliable single hop communications
over wireless networks and rely on acknowledgment feedback
which is unavailable in vehicular network broadcast messaging.
Instead, vehicular network congestion control algorithms can
exploit richer direct measurements of the congestion level than
a TCP agent in an Internet environment. With this precise
feedback, it becomes beneficial to use more fine-grained control
algorithms, as shown for example in a comparison [23] of a
binary adaptive control algorithms (e.g., AIMD algorithm as

used in TCP) with more fine-grained linear adaptive control
algorithms such as LIMERIC [15].

There are some other efforts to solve the congestion control
problem for MANETs by focusing on rate-based flow control
and broadcast application’s characteristics [24], [25], but still
the main assumption of these works is the wireless networks
with re-broadcast requirement, mostly for the routing phase.
The current vision for vehicular safety messages, however,
assumes an environment with only single-hop broadcast com-
munication [26]. The safety applications considered here do
not require messages to be re-broadcast or flooded through the
network.

Existing MAC standards, such as IEEE 802.11p, cannot
maintain optimal throughput while the number of wireless
devices increases, unless they rely on a higher layer control
mechanism. [27] shows how adaptive congestion control can
outperform legacy IEEE 802.11p and motivates the use of a
channel congestion control mechanism on top of the legacy
IEEE 802.11p MAC layer.

To date, several proposals have been presented to conquer
the wireless channel congestion problem. In [28], the authors
use both power and rate control to reach asymptotically optimal
performance. [29] also proposes another adaptive scheme to
solve the channel congestion issue. The authors use both rate
and power control to overcome this issue, but manipulate the
transmission power only once the message rate is already
reduced to the minimum defined in the protocol. [30] introduces
a new adaptive approach that controls channel congestion while
it tries to meet minimum application requirements for multi-
hop information dissemination. This paper’s focus, however,
is on transmission rate control (TRC) approaches, since some
previous works, such as [31], concluded that message rate is
the most effective control parameter in terms of reachability.
Hence, we focus on TRC technique, which we will detail in the
next section.

Few comparative evaluations of congestion control algo-
rithms exist. [32] compares the Linear Memoryless Range
Control (LMRC) and the Gradient Descent Range Control
(GDRC) congestion control algorithms. The authors observed
that when local channel load measurement is used, LMRC
suffers instability. They concluded that a global CBP measure-
ment can improve stability of adaptive congestion control. The
focus, however, is on a different approach, where the control
parameter is the transmission power with a fixed message
rate. Another work, [33] compares European DCC with Self-
organizing Time Division Multiple Access (SoTDMA) in terms
of awareness and emergency coverage range, focusing on the
effect of simultaneous transmissions. The bottom line of the
work is that DCC provides slightly better performance, but
the work does not provide the resource management analysis
to explain why the results are such as they are. These studies
do not compare algorithms that are serious candidates for
standardization.

Several studies have reported instability for the DCC al-
gorithm. [34] conducts a simulation experiment to show that
fewer number of control parameters could lead to a better
performance of DCC. It has chosen PHY data rate as the control
parameter of a simpler DCC algorithm. While the results show
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that DCC with just PHY data rate as the control parameter
works better than the DCC, the authors did not explain why
playing with one control parameter leads to such a better
performance or why the resulting loss of range due to PHY
rate increases is tolerable. [18] identifies an oscillation problem
in the DCC approach. The authors of this work conclude that
this oscillatory behavior is due to frequent state changes in
DCC’s Finite State Machine (FSM), however, the study does
not appear to implement the recently approved CAM generation
rules required by ETSI in [10]. Similar results have also been
presented by [31], albeit also without the CAM generation
rules. Additionally, the authors also compare the impact of
different DCC control parameters in terms of reachability and
stability. They emphasize the transmission rate control as the
most important control parameter in terms of reachability.
[17] compares the awareness level of WAVE with European
DCC approach. One of the observations is again channel load
oscillation due to frequent state changes. This study also does
not implement the CAM algorithm.

None of these studies have examined the root causes of such
oscillations, whether such oscillations persist with a complete
implementation that uses the CAM algorithm, or how to design
stable reactive-state based congestion control algorithms. These
aspects are the focus of this paper.

III. BACKGROUND

In Europe, the ITS G5 architecture is slightly different than
Wireless Access in Vehicular Environment (WAVE) protocol
stack, which is used in the US. The major differences between
the two approaches are: (i) in Europe, DCC is required by
regulation (EN 302 571 [35]) and it must be situated at the
access layer, whereas there is not yet a DCC regulation in
the US; (ii) at the networking & transport layer, Europe has
support for multihop communication through GeoNetworking
(GeoNet), whereas no such capability is specified in the US;
and (iii) in the US events such as “hard braking” are indicated
within the BSM, while in Europe such events are communicated
not by the CAM but rather in the distinct message Decentralized
Environmental Notification Message (DENM). The common
elements between US and Europe are IEEE 802.11p and Log-
ical Link Layer (LLC) at the lower layers. In addition, a high
degree of harmonization has been achieved between the BSM
and CAM.

A. BSM and CAM Generation

The position messages, BSM and CAM, will be the basis
for increased road traffic safety. They contain more or less the
same information except for some minor differences. The BSM
structure is outlined in SAE J2735 [11] and CAM in EN 302
637-2 [10], and they contain position information, time stamp,
heading, speed, driving direction, path history, vehicle type etc.
The BSM generation rules have not yet been specified in the
US. Most testing and trials have used a fixed 10 BSMs/second
rate. Specific generation rules will most likely be standardized
as part of a congestion control algorithm for precise channel
access control. The generation of CAMs, on the other hand, is

TABLE I
CAM PARAMETERS AND VARIABLES

outlined in EN 302 637-2 [10] and in short the generation is
based on vehicle dynamics and can be restricted by DCC.

CAMs are generated at intervals of no less than 100 ms
and no more than 1000 ms. This time boundary is checked
whenever an updated T _GenCam_Dcc is available. The
parameter T _CheckCamGen is set to 10 ms, which decides
how often the algorithm should be executed to check if a new
CAM should be generated. A new CAM shall be generated
when both of the following conditions, measured relative to
the prior CAM message, are met: the interval provided by
DCC, via the T _GenCam_Dcc parameter, expires, and one
of the following dynamics criteria are met: (Cond.1) heading
changed > 4◦, (Cond.2) position changed > 4 meters, or
(Cond.3) magnitude of speed changed > 0.5 m/sec. When
a CAM is triggered by one of the dynamics conditions, a
second and third CAM will also be generated at the same
intervals through T _GenCam, unless subsequent dynamics
lead to an even shorter interval. N_Cam is used to keep
track of number of consecutive CAM generations based on
the last CAM generation by dynamic rules. A CAM is also
generated after one second even if the two conditions are not
met. T _GenCam_Dcc is set via the management plane by
DCC residing in the access layer [10]. Detailed steps for CAM
generation is shown in Algorithm 1. Table I shows the most
important CAM parameters as well.

Algorithm 1 CAM Generator

every T _CheckCamGen do:
T _GenCam_Dcc ← look-up result from DCC
Check T _GenCam_Dcc boundaries
if Cam_elapsed_time ≥ T _GenCam_Dcc then

if Cond.1 OR Cond.2 OR Cond.3 then
Generate a CAM
T _GenCam ← Cam_elapsed_time
N_Cam ← 0

else if Cam_elapsed_time ≥ T _GenCam then
Generate a CAM
Increment N_Cam by 1
if N_Cam > 3 then
T _GenCam ← upper bound time boundary

end if
end if

end if
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Fig. 1. Generated CAM’s for 20 seconds in all vehicles versus X position of
the cars in winding highway scenario, introduced in Section VI-A.

To visualize the impact of CAM generation rules on the
number of generated CAMs, Fig. 1 shows the number of
generated CAM’s on different parts of the winding highway for
20 seconds of simulation with 1000 nodes. Each bar represents
the number of generated CAM’s (at the facilities layer) in all
vehicles for a 100 meter interval along the x-axis of the road.
The reason for generating a higher number of CAMs at the
edges is because of lower channel load as well as the fact that
vehicles are changing their speeds significantly to make a turn.
Further, the spikes in the winding part are mostly because of the
longer length due to the curves, in addition to the continuous
change in the vehicle’s headings.

CAMs and BSMs are broadcasted in ad hoc networks, ren-
dering traditional automatic repeat request (ARQ) feedback
infeasible. The best feedback in IEEE 802.11p networks is
CBP. If congestion control is not present, the channel can be
overloaded as the vehicle density increases. Congestion control
improves predictability, reliability and efficient use of channel
resources, and is considered a necessary function in vehic-
ular networks. Common methods for congestion control are:
(i) transmit message rate control (TRC), (ii) transmit power con-
trol (TPC), and (iii) transmit data rate control (TDC). As we
mentioned in previous section, the focus in this paper is on TRC.

B. Reactive Control: European DCC

TS 102 687 [14] outlines a DCC framework for Europe.
Conformance to TS 102 687 is a requirement in the harmonized
EN 302 571 [35], regulating the European C-ITS frequency
bands. TS 102 687 is a toolbox, with several optional methods.
The most prominent method is a table look-up using TRC. see
Table II, where the message rate is specified as a function of
measured CBP. The specific values in Table II are consistent
with those under consideration for trials and deployment.

Each entry of the DCC look-up table represents a state in
a Finite State Machine (FSM). The DCC framework proposes
a high-level FSM with three logical states: RELAXED, AC-
TIVE, and RESTRICTIVE. In this high level FSM, RELAXED
represents a state where the CBP is below minChannelLoad
and the channel is considered to be relatively idle. ACTIVE is
within the channel load range that DCC desires to stay in. In the
RESTRICTIVE state, CBP is beyond maxChannelLoad and

TABLE II
LOOK-UP TABLE FOR DCC RATE CONTROL

Fig. 2. DCC finite state machine.

in this state DCC is no longer able to control the channel load
[14] (i.e., once in the RESTRICTIVE state, the transmission
parameters cannot be controlled in response to the increased
channel load). The ACTIVE state is further divided into several
sub-states (ACTIVE1, ACTIVE2, etc.) for more fine-grained
control. The final FSM used herein, reflecting Table II, is de-
picted in Fig. 2. DCC dedicates a unique index number between
1, . . . , N to each state, where N is the maximum number of
states in the FSM, starting from RELAXED in ascending order
(i.e., in Fig. 2 N = 5).

In the DCC approach, the channel loads are measured locally
by each vehicle during a sampling interval T _CBP_update.
The main difference between the DCC implementation in [19]
and in this paper is that DCC is no longer using immediate
CBP values to determine message rates. Instead, it uses a more
complete implementation where a function over a window of
CBP values is used to determine the state transition.

Specifically, the following procedure and equations are used
for determining a possible state change

minCL(Tup) ≥ChanLoadThrd(stateUp− 1)

minCL(Tup) <ChanLoadThrd(stateUp) (1)

maxCL(Tdown) <ChanLoadThrd(stateDown+ 1)

maxCL(Tdown) ≥ChanLoadThrd(stateDown). (2)

Here, Tup and Tdown define the CBP window lengths and
are set to 1 and 5 seconds, respectively. minCL(Tup) is
then the minimum channel load (CBP) value among all the
CBP samples measured over the last Tup second(s). Similarly,
maxCL(Tdown) is the maximum channel load (CBP) value
among all the CBP samples measured over the last Tdown

second(s). ChanLoadThrd(.) is a function that returns the
upper channel load threshold for a state, as defined in Table II.
For example, for state ACTIVE1 the threshold would be 40%.
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The state selection procedure than proceeds in three steps.

• Find a state index stateUp that satisfies Eq. (1). This step
will evaluate the equation for all possible states and find
the one unique state that satisfies both constraints in the
equation.

• Find a state index stateDown that satisfies Eq. (2).
Again, this step will evaluate the equation for all possible
states and find the one unique state that satisfies both
constraints in the equation.

• Change the current state to the larger of the two state
indices, i.e. to max(StateUp, StateDown).

Once the new state has been decided, DCC updates the
message interval (T _GenCam_Dcc), which limits the CAM
generation in the facilities layer, and also shapes the traffic into
the MAC layer. In this paper, if a CAM is generated before the
prior CAM is passed to the MAC, the prior CAM is replaced
by the new one, such that no more than one CAM is in the
gatekeeping queue at a time (while not common, this situation
occurs occasionally). As an early observation, it is evident from
Table II and Fig. 2 that there is no control above a channel
load of 60%, leaving only the MAC protocol to manage channel
usage as the CBP increases.

C. Adaptive Control: LIMERIC

LIMERIC [15] is a distributed and adaptive linear rate-
control algorithm where each vehicle adapts its message rate
in such a way that the total channel load converges to a
specified target. As the goal of LIMERIC is to share the channel
equally among all the nodes in terms of rate, like every other
adaptive mechanisms, LIMERIC tracks the changes of dynamic
parameters of the environment, i.e. the measured total rate, and
minimizes the error between the goal and current total rates
in each step. This makes the congestion control mechanism
to actively response to the environment changes and takes the
control over the channel.

Having the ability to measure the channel congestion level
by measuring CBP, the only other parameter a station needs to
know, in order to fairly choose a message rate, is K , the number
of nodes sharing the channel together. Not all the nodes are in
carrier sense range, however, which makes it hard to estimate
number of nodes directly. This is why LIMERIC determines
the message rate for the jth vehicle (denoted as rj ) adaptively
according to the following equation:

rj(t) = (1 − α)rj(t− 1) + β (rg − rC(t− 1)) (3)

rC(t) =

K∑
j=1

rj(t) (4)

where rC is the total rate of all K vehicles in a given area, rg is
the target for total rate, and α and β are adaptation parameters
that control stability, fairness, and steady state convergence.
Starting with α, the main role of this parameter is to promote
fair convergence by acting as an exponential forgetting factor.
The adaptive gain factor, the β, confine the message rate offset
to linear order. Therefore, these two parameters jointly trade off
the algorithm convergence with the speed of the convergence.
It is shown using linear systems theory that in steady state

Fig. 3. CBP sampled at the winding part of the road versus time for various
approaches.

LIMERIC converges to a unique and fair rate for all vehicles,
and the total rate rC converges to rf which is proven as [15]:

rf =
Kβrg
α+Kβ

. (5)

Stability conditions and convergence speed are also derived,
and it is shown that LIMERIC adapts quickly to changing net-
work conditions. For a practical implementation of LIMERIC,
the CBP created from all K vehicles is used to estimate the total
rate rC(t), and the target channel load rg is then mapped to an
equivalent CBP. CBP is measured every δ time and the rate is
adapted according to Eq. (4). More details are provided in [15].

In order to improve global fairness all vehicles contributing
to congestion at a given location should participate in con-
gestion control in a fair manner. For this purpose, LIMERIC
uses the PULSAR [16] information dissemination functionality.
PULSAR requires vehicles to piggyback a high precision CBP
measurement on their safety messages. Thus, the CBP values
used in the LIMERIC rate update equation is defined to be
the maximum CBP reported by its 2-hop neighbors. With this
approach, all vehicles running LIMERIC are contributing to
congestion control more fairly.

IV. STABILITY CHALLENGE

One of the critical features for a channel congestion control
protocol is scalability. In this paper, we examine the scalability
of both approaches in terms of channel load stability through
three different vehicle densities. Most of the figures include
results from legacy IEEE 802.11p simulations without any con-
gestion control present for benchmarking. We used simulation
results for the stability analysis carried out in this section. A
detailed simulation configuration is presented in Section VI.

Using Winding HW: Fig. 3 illustrates the CBP values of the
three studied schemes, where the figure shows CBP measured
from when the simulation has run for 100 seconds and 100 s on-
ward (i.e., transients from the initialization phase are removed).
The number of vehicles in these simulations is 1000. Each
colored dot represents a CBP value sampled every 100 ms. It
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Fig. 4. CBP sampled at the winding part of the road versus time for various
approaches.

is observed that the fixed 10 Hz scheme (no congestion control
present) does not control the channel load and thus results in
a constantly high CBP around 92%. LIMERIC converges to a
predictable CBP value which is close to the defined target and
is governed by Eq. (5) in Section III-C. It is also clearly seen
that CBP for the DCC scheme does not converge; instead it
oscillates in three levels within the range from 2% up to 70%.

Using Multi-Bridge HW: To confirm the CBP oscillation
phenomenon from Fig. 3, in a more realistic road-way topology,
we created a scenario where a highway passes over two bridges
with 3 km separation between them. We call this scenario
the multi-bridge highway. We started the simulation for this
scenario in the ideal state at the beginning of the simulation.
This helps to remove the transient phase in the beginning of the
simulation and observe the emergence of the CBP oscillation.
Fig. 4 illustrates the CBP samples for a car moving from the left
edge of the horizontal highway to the right side. The simulation
ends when the aforementioned car reaches the second bridge.
In this figure, the first three-level CBP oscillation is started
when the group of cars contribute more message traffic to the
interference region of the cars on the bridge. After some time,
once the number of additional cars contributing to interference
of the cars on the bridge starts to decrease (and the car passes
the bridge), the CBP start to converge. Before a perfect level
of convergence, the group of cars reaches the second bridge
and the same CBP oscillation phenomenon is observed. This
confirms our observation in Fig. 3.

Are these high CBP oscillations in the DCC scheme caused
by frequent message rate changes? Continuing with the primary
scenario (the winding highway scenario), Fig. 5 shows that
the DCC approach yields a constant message interval, which
means that DCC never changes the message rate despite these
large CBP oscillations. State changes are prevented by the win-
dowing function of the CBP value in DCC (see Section III-B).
Specifically, a message interval of 0.5 s indicates that DCC is in
RESTRICTIVE state, the most restrictive state. It can only
change to a lower state if the CBP remains below 60% for a
period of Tdown, 5 s in our simulation. Due to the CBP oscil-

Fig. 5. Message interval for one static node located at the middle region.

Fig. 6. The distribution of the number of transmissions in a randomly chosen
one-second interval for 1000 nodes for (a) LIMERIC, (b) DCC.

lations, CBP values over 60% occur within these 5 s periods
preventing possible state changes. Therefore, state changes are
not the cause of the observed CBP oscillation.

In Fig. 6, the number of transmissions occurring in a randomly
chosen one-second interval is plotted. The plot shows the results
for LIMERIC and DCC for the 1000 vehicle case. The size of
the time bins is 10 ms. For LIMERIC [Fig. 6(a)], the message
transmissions are more or less uniformly distributed over time.
However, the transmissions for the DCC approach appear in
clusters [Fig. 6(b)]. This clustering leads to many nodes trans-
mitting at the same time, which results in a higher PER.

For DCC, Fig. 7 shows a more detailed view of the channel
load assessment for a single node located at the winding part
of the road and the distribution of transmissions for all nodes
for a 2 second snapshot. The left plot shows the CBP values
perceived during these 2 seconds for a single node. In the
right plot, all transmissions taking place during these 2 seconds
are depicted. It is clearly seen that between two consecu-
tive CBP measurement periods, the number of transmissions
can change drastically (e.g., from 100 transmissions up to
350 transmissions), which is reflected in the CBP plot to the left.

These results suggest that DCC is not able to spread transmis-
sions from all vehicles uniformly over time, but tends to create
clusters of messages from vehicles that transmit simultaneously.
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Fig. 7. Detailed view of CBP sampled at the winding part of the road versus
time for DCC.

This is highly inefficient because many packets collide during
these simultaneous transmissions leading to the overall worse
performance of DCC as shown in Section IV.

V. PROPOSED STABLE REACTIVE CONTROL

In this section, we investigate the reasons for detected chan-
nel load instability in the previous section for the reactive
state-based DCC. Then, based on what the causes are, three
alternative designs for the basic protocol is suggested.

A. Instability Analysis

DCC is susceptible to clustering of transmissions and CBP
oscillations because of two main reasons:

1) Synchronized CBP Measurements With Deterministic
Scheduling of Transmissions: When CBP measurement inter-
vals are synchronized across vehicles, they will evaluate if a
state change should take place at the same time (i.e., every
100 ms period). If many of these vehicles will choose to switch
to the same rate at that time, the first transmissions of these
vehicles will be scheduled at virtually the same time. While
the T _CheckCamGen parameter introduces a small amount
of randomness in transmission scheduling, for large numbers
of nodes the scheduling is still too deterministic.

2) Limited Choices for Message Rate: Once a first cluster
of simultaneous CAM transmission occurs, it is likely to recur
on every subsequent transmission because of the few number
of rates or message intervals (τ values are governed by the
discrete values in DCC in Table II). Nearby vehicles measure
similar CBP and are therefore likely to choose exactly the same
rate. Operating at the same rate means that future transmissions
will remain clustered until a rate change occurs. The smaller the
number of rate choices the higher the probability for choosing
the same rate and maintaining the same rate over a long period
of time.

To understand how synchronized CBP measurements and
deterministic scheduling can create simultaneous transmissions
in DCC an example is outlined in Fig. 8 and it is explained
subsequently. Assume vehicles A, B, and C are neighbors and
generate a CAM each at times t0a, t0b, and t0c. Further their
current message rates are rateA, rateB , and rateC , thus the
next CAMs are expected to be generated at t0a + τA, t0b + τB ,
and t0c + τC , respectively, where

τA =
1

rateA
. (6)

Fig. 8. Next CAM transmission schedule (up) before T_GenCam_Dcc
update (middle) table look-up procedure (bottom) after T_GenCam_Dcc
update.

This is shown at the top portion of Fig. 8. Note how the first
and planned transmissions are spread out in time as expected.
The dashed lines indicate the synchronized CBP measurement
intervals. Let us assume that all three value of τ are larger than
200 ms, and hence a new CBP measurement becomes available
before the planned CAM transmissions. This point in time is
marked as current time in the figure. At this time all three vehi-
cles reevaluate their message rate. If the CBP measurement is
low, they will choose shorter message intervals τ ′A, τ ′B , and τ ′C ,
which changes the planned time for the next CAM generation.
This new planned time is in the past, as shown in the middle part
of the figure. Assuming that vehicles experience high dynamics,
for all values of j that satisfy the Eq. (7), a CAM will be
generated immediately. This is an example of deterministic
scheduling, which leads to a simultaneous transmission.

Eq. (7) is as following:

τ ′A ≤ (j × T _CBP_update) < τA (7)

where j is the number of collected CBP measures after the last
CAM generation until current time.

Further, after DCC enters the RESTRICTIVE state, DCC
has no defined control in response to the increased channel
load. This passive channel load handling in RESTRICTIVE
state makes DCC unable to react to higher channel load until
the congestion decreases because of the other parameters that
DCC does not control, e.g., lower vehicle density. Fig. 9 shows
measured CBP values over time by a vehicle moving from the
middle part of the road (most congested area) towards the right
edge (less congested area). It can be seen that when the vehicle
is approaching the edge (after 180 seconds of simulation), the
channel congestion is decreasing, and DCC can finally change
its state in FSM. Although, this passive channel load handling
cannot be considered as a cause for CBP oscillation, yet it
acts as a magnifier for an already started CBP oscillation by
hindering message rate changes.

B. Stable Alternatives to Basic Reactive State-Based Control

Based on the earlier observations, we now introduce three
alternative designs for DCC based on two solutions for DCC
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Fig. 9. CBP values and corresponding message rates for a DCC vehicle moving
towards the edge of road.

TABLE III
FOUR VARIANTS OF THE DCC ALGORITHM

channel instability causes that can eliminate the synchronized
CBP measurements and the limited choice in message rates.
First, we create asynchronous CBP measurements across all
nodes by having each node select a random start time for
CBP measurement intervals after the simulation begins. This
modification should remove the synchronization in the first
CAM transmission (as shown in Fig. 8). Second, we modify
the message rate selection, a continuous function is introduced
for the ACTIVE state. This can be interpreted as increasing the
number of ACTIVE sub-states N in the FSM to N → ∞. This
is implemented by replacing the look-up table with Eq. (8).
Here, CBPm is the CBP value that DCC obtains from its CBP
history [see Eqs. (1) and (2)]. Note that the boundaries for the
ACTIVE states are still preserved. The received message inter-
val, τ , is communicated via the T _GenCam_Dcc parameter to
the facilities layer

τ =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

0.1, if CBPm < 0.3(
CBPm × 0.5−0.1

0.6−0.3

)
− 0.3, if 0.3 ≤ CBPm < 0.6

0.5, if CBPm ≥ 0.6.

(8)

These two modifications lead to three variants of the DCC
algorithm, which are outlined in Table III. The DCC with
synchronized CBP measurements with the table look-up is kept
as a benchmark and it is called Synch-Step, i.e., same as used in
Section VI.

Fig. 10. Road topology for simulations as in [38].

Fig. 11. A more realistic multi-bridge scenario.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

Due to the high cost of experimenting with thousands of ve-
hicles, we evaluate our work through simulation. In this section,
first we validate our reasoning for channel load oscillations
through simulation results for all the four DCC alternatives
introduced in previous section (including the basic reactive
state-based DCC). Then we choose the one with better results
among proposed stable reactive approaches. The comparison
between stable reactive, linear adaptive, and nave schemes is
presented as well. To carry out the simulations, the event-based,
open source network simulator ns-2 [36] is used in this paper.

As performance metrics the Packet Error Rate (PER), the
95th percentile Inter Packet Gap (IPG), and the Tracking
Error (TE), are used. TE is defined as the error between
the transmitter’s true location and the receiver’s perception
of the transmitter’s location. The receiver extrapolates the
transmitter’s location using the GPS information in the most
recently received position message (i.e., CAM/BSM) and uses
a constant-speed constant-heading coasting model. The IPG
and the TE are related. IPG measures the time between two
consecutive received packets and is an important metric since
it characterizes how frequently a vehicle is able to receive
information from other vehicles. The TE, on the other hand, is
an application-oriented measure of how accurately a receiving
vehicle can track the movements of a sending vehicle.

A. Simulation Configurations

As briefly mentioned before, the SUMO mobility simulator
[37] has been used to create mobility traces for the two different
road typologies. We mainly used the first road topology, named
winding highway shown in Fig. 10, to keep the focus on a
small area where the vehicle dynamics are high enough to
trigger CAM generation rules at facilities layer. We also used
another road topology named multi-bridge highway, illustrated
in Fig. 11, where two bridges cross a highway segment. This
scenario introduces a more realistic road topology and ini-
tialization of the vehicles. We mainly used the latter to gain
confidence that the results from the winding highway scenario
will hold in practice.
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TABLE IV
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Winding Highway: For the primary road topology, a highway
of length 4 km, with 3 lanes in each direction. The middle part
of the road is a winding section of length 375 m (with the radius
of the winding part set to be 40 m), see Fig. 10. This configura-
tion permits testing of the performance of the algorithms (i.e.,
DCC and LIMERIC) not only on a straight road where vehicles
have relatively low dynamics but also on a winding part of the
road where vehicles experience high dynamics. This is impor-
tant since the CAM generation depends on vehicle dynamics.
Three different vehicle densities have been used: 500, 1000, and
1500 vehicles at the same time on the highway, respectively.
The average desired speed of the vehicles on the three lanes on
the highway are 19 m/s in the fastest lane (left lane), 18 m/s in
the middle lane, and 17 m/s in the slowest lane (right lane).
However note that SUMO reduces the speed as the vehicle
density increases on the road. For the highest vehicle density
of 1500 vehicles, the average speed is around 10–13 m/s.

Multi-Bridge Highway: In the multi-bridge scenario, a group
of vehicles are moving from the leftmost part of the horizontal
highway segment towards the right edge of the highway. This
scenario is inspired by a real highway setup in New Jersey,
USA in terms of the distance between the two bridges. In the
real world setup, the Garden State Parkway highway and the
Interstate 287 highway pass above the US 1 highway. To keep
both road topologies consistent, the road configuration for the
multi-bridge highway scenario, such as number of lanes and
maximum speed criteria for each lane, is similar to the winding
highway scenario. The traffic on both bridges is moderate
(33 vehicles per lane per Km). The scenario was chosen to
expose vehicle to repeatedly changing channel load as they

Fig. 12. PER for different alternatives, total number of vehicles = 1000.

Fig. 13. 95th percentile IPG for different alternatives, total number of
vehicles = 1000.

move along the highway (high load near the bridges due to
additional cross traffic).

Under such circumstances, it can be shown that even starting
with an ideal parameter setup where there is no clustered CAM
generation among vehicles in the beginning of simulation, they
eventually form and fall into clusters as the group travels
through high and low CBP spots.

The wireless channel propagation is Nakagami distributed,
with the same parameters as in [38]. The list of simulation
parameters used in this work is given in Table IV (also, note
that the parameters for CAM generation and European DCC
are used as specified in Sections II and III). For the results in
Sections IV-B synchronized CBP measurement periods across
all vehicles have been used, i.e., each node measures the CBP
locally, but all nodes measure CBP at the same time. In vehic-
ular networks all nodes have access to GPS clock and hence, it
is possible to make synchronized measurements. This implies
that in this work, both DCC and LIMERIC will update their
message rate once a new synchronized CBP measurement is
available.

B. Evaluation of Stable Alternatives

Figs. 12–14 show the packet error rate, 95th percentile inter-
packet gap, and 95th percentile tracking error for each of these
variants. The number of vehicles in the simulation is 1000. It is
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Fig. 14. 95th percentile Tracking Error for different alternatives, total number
of vehicles = 1000.

Fig. 15. CBP measures at the winding part of the road versus time for: Asynch-
Continuous (left) Synch-Step (right).

evident that all three alternatives achieve improved performance
in all metrics compared to the Synch-Step approach. Although
all the curves corresponding to the alternative designs are close
to each other, the largest improvement is generally achieved
by Asynch-Continuous, which eliminates both suspected causes
for clustered transmissions.

Considering Figs. 12–14, it also can be seen that Asynch-
Step is performing slightly better than Synch-Continuous. Note,
however, that it is not straightforward to guarantee asynchro-
nous CBP intervals in practice. If CBP intervals are simply
randomized, as in our simulations, there still remains a residual
probability that accidental synchronized measurements occur.
This could then lead to synchronized CAM generation and the
observed performance degradation.

These simulation results support the observation that synchro-
nized CBP measurements and a limited number of rate choices
are key factors that lead to undesirable clustering of transmis-
sions and degraded congestion control algorithm performance.

Fig. 15 shows the CBP comparison between Asynch-
Continuous (left plot) and Synch-Step (or default DCC in right
plot). The improvement is clearly seen in the figure.

TABLE V
CONGESTION CONTROL APPROACHES USED IN THE SIMULATIONS

Fig. 16. Packet error ratio.

C. Comparison With 10 Hz and LIMERIC

In Table V, the three different data traffic models settings that
have been used in the simulations are tabulated. They are fixed
10 Hz BSM/CAM transmissions (the legacy IEEE 802.11p
with no congestion control present), the LIMERIC algorithm
generating safety messages for transmission when allowed
by LIMERIC, representing linear adaptive approach, and the
stable reactive DCC approach from previous section (the one
with label Asynch-Continuous), where CAMs are generated
according to EN 302 636-2 based on vehicle dynamics adher-
ing to the T _GenCam_Dcc parameter (T _GenCam_Dcc is
determined by the DCC in the access layer).

All performance metrics are calculated based on transmis-
sions carried out on the winding part of the road (Fig. 10).
That is, if the transmitter is on the winding part of the road the
transmission is accounted for regardless of whether the receiver
is on the winding part or not. The distance between transmitter
and receiver determines in which distance bin the transmission
(successful/unsuccessful) is counted. The size of the distance
bins is set to 50 m.

In Fig. 16, the PER is depicted for the three different algo-
rithms (Table V) over the three different vehicle densities of
500, 100, and 1500 nodes over 4 Km road. Fig. 17 shows the
95th percentile IPG from the same set of simulations.
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Fig. 17. 95th percentile inter packet gap.

As expected, 10 Hz transmissions without congestion control
(called 10 Hz in the figures) has the highest PER for all vehicle
densities. The fixed 10 Hz scheme does not control the channel
load, hence its PER increases with the node density. High
PER, translates into large inter packet gaps for medium to
large distances between the transmitter and the receiver. For
shorter distances, the 10 Hz scheme approximates and in some
cases has a better IPG performance compared to the congestion
control algorithms, including LIMERIC. This can be observed
particularly in the bars associated with 500 and 1000 node
densities in Fig. 17, and can be explained with the capture
effect. At a small range, the received power tends to be high
compared to the interfering signals and the transmission can
often still be correctly received.

However, for larger distances the received power is too low
compared to the interfering signals and the transmission results
in an error. This can be seen in the bars associated with 1000
and 1500 node densities in Fig. 17, where the 95th percentile
IPG of the 10 Hz transmission approach becomes quite high
at medium and large distances and it has worse performance
than LIMERIC, which adaptively controls the channel load. In
terms of 95th percentile IPG, LIMERIC shows better perfor-
mance than the reactive approach, and outperforms the legacy
IEEE 802.11p across all simulations and metrics. Employing a
congestion control mechanism decreased IPG, perhaps the most
important metric among all three performance parameters, by a
factor of 2× to 8× for larger distance bins, depending on the
distance between transmitter and receiver.

The PER performance of DCC is slightly lower than the
linear adaptive approach at the lower vehicle density (see
Fig. 16 for the bars with 500 and 1000 vehicles in comparison to
the bar associated with 1500 vehicles). This is mainly because
of the nature of the reactive approach. A reactive congestion
control does not try to push the channel load towards a prede-
fined, near optimum channel load. Instead, it uses predefined
CBP to message rate look-up table to determine its message
transmission ratio.

Interesting to note is that LIMERIC has the same PER
throughout all vehicle densities, which is in line with
LIMERIC’s aim of converging to a CBP target (i.e., increase

Fig. 18. 95th percentile tracking error.

Fig. 19. 95th percentile inter packet gap for the multi-bridge scenario.

throughput) allowing for a higher message rate for each individ-
ual vehicle in lower vehicle densities and vice versa. This leads
to higher IPG value as the vehicle density increases. Note, this
is not a sign of increased errors but simply due to LIMERIC
decreasing the message rate to increase the total throughput.

In Fig. 18, the 95th percentile tracking error for all three
schemes for 500, 1000, and 1500 node density are plotted. As
with the IPG performance, LIMERIC shows a better perfor-
mance. The difference between DCC and LIMERIC is partic-
ularly pronounced at lower densities and diminishes at higher
densities. Recall that this is due to vehicles lower speed at
higher vehicle densities. It can also be noticed that fixed 10 Hz
transmission has good performance at low node density
(500 node case), but as the node density increases the PER
becomes high which also leads to higher tracking errors.

Fig. 19 illustrates the 95th percentile IPG for the central part
of the left bridge. Each color represents one of the three conges-
tion control mechanisms. Since the multi-bridge scenario has a
unique density of vehicles (1200 nodes), there are only three
bars for each distance bin. Comparing Fig. 19 with Fig. 17, it
can be clearly seen that the multi-bridge scenario results are
consistent with the ones from winding highway scenario.
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Although the CBP oscillation problem can be resolved
through employing one of the proposed DCC variants outlined
here, the reactive nature of the DCC will still end up in an
inefficient channel usage. Given that throughput is increased
when CBP is maintained at a specific level, DCC is not able
to increase throughput for every vehicle density. Although for
current parameter values, the performance of improved DCC
is very close to LIMERIC when the vehicle density is 1000,
yet results for 500 and 1500 vehicle density in Fig. 17, are two
examples where LIMERIC is still able to have more frequent
successful receptions than all four variants of DCC.

VII. DISCUSSION

A. Reasons for Synchronized CBP Measurements

Given the observation from Section V that synchronized
CBP measurement periods can lead to significantly degraded
DCC performance, let us discuss in more detail why DCC was
implemented with such synchronized measurements.

Synchronized CBP measurements have been used in the
LIMERIC algorithm primarily because it uses the PULSAR
information sharing mechanism [16] to improve fairness,
which in turn relies on synchronized CBP measurements. The
PULSAR protocol proposes the principle that nodes which are
contributing to congestion should participate in mitigating it.
Since nodes can contribute to congestion outside their direct
packet reception range, it uses a 2-hop CBP sharing protocol
among the nodes to allow monitoring congestion in a larger area
than the immediate packet reception range. This mechanism
relies on the individual local CBP measurements being taken
at the same time. In addition, LIMERIC has proven conver-
gence and fairness properties when message rate updates are
synchronized (i.e., synchronized CBP measurement intervals)
for all nodes [15]. While there are also analytical insights to
suggest that LIMERIC converges in the asynchronous CBP
case as well, a complete proof does not yet exist. Therefore, the
LIMERIC simulations conducted here are implemented with
synchronized CBP measurement periods.

This study chose synchronized CBP measurements for DCC
for two reasons. First, a consistent CBP measurement approach
for LIMERIC and DCC allows a precise and fair comparison
of algorithm behavior given the same CBP inputs. The ETSI
standard for the DCC algorithm [14] is ambiguous and is open
to interpretation with regard to synchronized or asynchronous
CBP measurement periods. Given that the LIMERIC imple-
mentation relies on synchronized measurements, it appeared
reasonable to choose synchronized measurements for both al-
gorithms. Second, ETSI has also identified the necessity of
disseminating CBP measurements as in LIMERIC to strive
towards a more fair system. While DCC for so-called day one
C-ITS applications will not disseminate CBP measurements
among neighboring nodes, ETSI standardization has prepared
for the possibility to disseminate CBP values among neigh-
boring nodes as part of the GeoNetworking protocol header in
the future. The procedure is outlined in TS 102 636-4-2 [39].
It is also based on the PULSAR principle requiring synchro-
nized CBP measurement periods. This would suggest that CBP

measurements periods should be synchronized even in day one
applications to maintain upward compatibility with such future
deployments. For these reasons, this study primarily used DCC
with synchronized measurements in Section VI.

B. Choice and Impact of the T _CheckCamGen Parameter

For all DCC results in this study, the parameter
T _CheckCamGen, in the CAM generation Algorithm 1
is set to 10 ms. This is consistent with EN 302 637-2 [10]
outlining the CAM generation rules, which states that the value
of T _CheckCamGen shall be equal or less than 100 ms. We
chose a value at the lower end of this range because a larger
value would results in delayed CAM generation and could
disadvantage DCC on delay metrics such as IPG.

The analysis in Section V suggests that the role of this
parameter may be more important than apparent from the
standard documents. If the T _CheckCamGen periods are not
synchronized across nodes, this process adds an element of
randomness in the otherwise deterministic scheduling of trans-
missions and reduces clustered transmissions. This parameter
effectively controls the maximum time delay before all nodes
react to the updated rate conveyed by the access layer through
the parameter T _GenCam_Dcc. If nodes in the vicinity are
experiencing a similar CBP change that leads to a clustered first
transmission at the new rate, T _CheckCamGen controls how
dense the cluster becomes in time. For a value of 0, all nodes
would transmit simultaneously, while for a value of 100 ms, the
transmissions would be spread over a window of 100 ms. Larger
values can therefore be expected to reduce clustering and its
undesirable effects such as high collision rates. Yet, even the
maximum permitted value of 100 ms is not sufficient to spread
the transmissions over the entire update period, which can be as
long as 500 ms at the RESTRICTIVE rate. Large values may
also cause undesirable transmission delays in less congested
scenarios, which suggests that using this parameter to mitigate
clustering is not ideal.

VIII. CONCLUSION

This paper compares two C-ITS/DSRC congestion con-
trol approaches: a reactive approach represented by the ETSI
DCC framework and an adaptive approach represented by
the LIMERIC algorithm. DCC is required by regulation in
Europe (EN 302 571) and is situated in the access layer on
top of IEEE 802.11p. It can restrict the CAM generation in the
facilities layer via the management plane when the channel load
increases. In the US, the congestion control algorithm has not
yet been standardized, but LIMERIC is under consideration as
a candidate.

In our simulation model, LIMERIC consistently achieves
lower reception intervals (inter packet gap) and tracking error
than the DCC approach. This is in part due to LIMERIC’s
ability to target a channel load that results in high throughput
and awareness, independent of vehicle density. In the DCC
approach, the channel load will vary with vehicle density, which
can lead to reduced performance. On the other hand, LIMERIC
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implementation is more complex than a lookup table approach
such as European DCC, since the LIMERIC nodes are equipped
with information sharing mechanism.

The superior LIMERIC performance is also due to its ability
to efficiently spread messages over time, while DCC is suscep-
tible to clustering of messages in time. We show that while
LIMERIC has stable channel load convergence, DCC shows
large oscillations degrading the performance, particularly when
synchronized CBP measurements are used. The small number
of discrete states in DCC (seemingly attractive due to its sim-
plicity), where a range of CBP values map to one rate, inhibits
DCC’s ability to effectively spread transmissions in time. If
the transmissions of nodes become synchronized, the small
number of rates causes this synchronization to be maintained
for extended periods of times. We demonstrate this through
the use of a continuous function for rate adjustments for the
ACTIVE states of DCC, which increases rate diversity among
nodes and reduces clustering and its inefficiencies.

An implementation with asynchronous CBP measurements
also decreases the probability of harmful synchronized patterns
and substantially improves DCC performance. However, the
numerical results show that even improved variants of DCC
cannot match the performance of a true adaptive algorithm
such as LIMERIC. Reactive algorithms lack the ability to
converge to the optimal channel load independent of the vehicle
density, which results in under utilization of the channel at
lower vehicle densities or a congested channel at higher vehicle
densities.

The results suggest that such factors leading to degraded
performance deserve more attention in reactive approaches. For
example, ETSI standardization on DCC in TS 102 687 does
not mandate if the CBP measurement periods should be syn-
chronized or asynchronous. However, the possible inclusion of
information sharing in the GeoNetworking header in the future
might require synchronized CBP measurement periods. The
results also suggest that vehicular networks employing adaptive
congestion control are more robust to CBP implementation
alternatives and significantly outperform reactive congestion
control.

A recent ETSI DCC standard includes “two algorithms
capable of satisfying” DCC requirements [40], one adaptive
algorithm and one reactive algorithm. The adaptive algorithm
is LIMERIC, and its inclusion was influenced by some of the
results presented in this paper, as well as our latest work in
[41]. The reactive algorithm is the state-based reactive approach
previously published in [14].
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